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Everyday convenience, done better




Explore innovative packaging solutions that solve today's real-life problems.







View Innovations
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Custom designs to meet your needs




Working with Graphic Packaging is not just buying a product. We work with you along the way to help solve your problems and innovate solutions.







See How We Work
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	Clip-Style Multipack Machinery
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	Fully Enclosed Multipack Machinery
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	Wrap-Style Multipack Machinery
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	Paperboard Canister Machinery
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	Custom Machines



	



	
			
				


You are fully supported by our parts and services team




Our parts and services teams provide full support for customers who have our machinery systems, with after-hours emergency support available.







Contact our parts and services team
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	Food
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	Foodservice
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	Home and Garden
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	Personal Care
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	Healthcare
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	Pet Care
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	Beauty
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	e-Commerce






	
		
			


Custom designs to meet your needs




Working with Graphic Packaging is not just buying a product. We work with you along the way to help solve your problems and innovate solutions.







See how we work
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Post-Consumer Recycled Fiber (PCF) Hot Cups 




Post-consumer recycled fiber (PCF) paper hot cups are made with a minimum of 10% PCF. This beverage packaging option can demonstrate your commitment to the environment with consumers while helping you meet your sustainability goals. 




PCF hot cups have a range of accessories, including lids, sleeves, and carriers, to make it easy for consumers to transport their beverages safely.  




Our recyclable Cup Buddy™ kraft sleeve is made from 100 percent recycled fiber, with a minimum of 60 percent post-consumer recycled fiber, making it an ideal match to use with PCF hot cups. 




View brochure
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This product may not be available in your region. Please contact us for more information.
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PCF Hot Cup Benefits 
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Sustainability





	Made with a minimum of 10% post-consumer recycled fiber 
	Meets Sustainable Forestry Initiative® standards, ensuring that the fiber used comes from sustainably managed forests 
	Recyclable only in the communities that have the appropriate recycling programs 
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Operational Efficiency





	Single lid and sleeve to fit 10-20oz sizes to minimize SKUs and streamline operational efficiencies 
	Recommend use with Kraft sleeve, made from 100 percent recycled fiber, with a minimum of 60 percent post-consumer recycled fiber 
	FDA compliant 
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Brand & Marketing





	Custom printing of logo and/or design 
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Consumer Experience





	Easy to use with a lid and sleeve 
	Offer sipper dome or lock-back style lids depending on operator needs and consumer uses 
	Sleeves available for easy, convenient beverage transport 





.
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Convenience





	Products are designed to fit together for an easy, functional experience for both the consumer and operator 
	Made in the USA 
























PCF Hot Cup Specifications






Cups




	Sizes from 4oz – 20oz 
	Custom printing of brand or design 
	Renew World™ stock design available 








Lids




	Sipper dome, lock-back dome, and lock-back flat styles 
	Black, white, brown, and pink (promo) colors 
	Polypropylene, polystyrene, and PLA lids available











Sleeves




	Plain white 
	Plain or stock design kraft made with 100% recycled fiber with a minimum of 60% post-consumer fiber








Cup Carriers




	2-cell and 4-cell carriers 
	Top handle for easy carrying 























Find the Paper Cup That’s Right for You










View our product comparison guide













PCF Hot Cup Applications
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To-Go Beverages 
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Supermarkets
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Quick Service Restaurants
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Convenience Stores
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Business and Industry
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Education
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Concessions
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Distribution


























Order PCF Hot Cups on Javastock





Order now
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ecotainer™ Hot Cups
ecotainer™ hot cups are part of a range of single-use, commercially compostable* foodservice packaging. The ecotainer cup is made from paper with a PLA biopolymer coating and the lid is made from a PLA biopolymer, a plant-based material.

Read more
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Hold&Go™ Insulated Paper Hot Cups 
Our Hold&Go™ insulated paper hot cups use ThermaShield™ technology to provide a versatile solution for hot on-the-go beverages. Hold&Go is ideal for operators looking for a high-quality printed cup with sturdy construction for their consumers that doesn’t sacrifice speed of service. 

Read more
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Cup Buddy™ Hot Cup Sleeves 
Cup Buddy™ sleeves are a great accessory when using a single-wall cup filled with your favorite hot beverage.

Read more
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Food and Beverage Carriers
Food and beverage carriers are a convenient, safe way to give multiple food and beverage items to consumers.

Read more
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